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The distinct X-ray transmission profile obtained by scanning a sample in a

diamond anvil cell across a collimated X-ray beam is used to monitor sample

displacement brought about by rotation. This measured displacement can in

turn be used to calculate, and subsequently correct, the sample position with

respect to a centre of rotation. This centring method differs from others also

based on transmission in that it does not require a 180� sample rotation, nor

does it require prior positioning of the rotation axis in the path of the X-ray

beam. After a full description of the method, an example is presented together

with an extended record of use to evaluate the method in a practical setting. The

practice and benefits of rocking polycrystalline samples during X-ray exposure

have also been quantitatively examined. Changing the orientation of the sample

grains with respect to the incident beam yields the expected result of a more

homogeneous intensity distribution along Debye rings. Interestingly, by limiting

the amount of time large grains assume a particular orientation, rocking brings

about the added effect of significantly reducing detector saturation. Sample

rocking yields more reliable relative intensities, a more appropriate line shape

and narrower line width. Data are presented for a calibration standard at

ambient pressure as well as a research sample at high pressure.

Keywords: centring; diamond anvil cell; high pressure; X-ray diffraction;
X-ray diffraction methods; rocking.

1. Introduction

The diamond anvil cell (DAC) is a remarkable tool in that it

combines conceptual simplicity in design and operation with

exceptional results in attainable pressures and practicable

methods. In the context of high-pressure crystallography,

however, these virtues are accompanied by a number of

technical challenges. Difficulties such as X-ray absorption by

the diamond anvils, the limited scattering range imposed by

the anvils’ supporting structure, and minute sample volumes

are mitigated by the use of synchrotron radiation, as the small

source size, near-parallel beam and high particle storage-ring

energy of a typical synchrotron source allow a tremendous flux

of high-energy X-rays to be delivered to microscopic samples.

The threefold advantage is that the anvils become almost

transparent, the accessible range of reciprocal space is

significantly increased for a fixed DAC aperture, and intense

scattering can be recorded from minute samples in a matter of

minutes.

The use of synchrotron radiation, however, does not over-

come all of the obstacles presented by the DAC. The severely

limited sample volume necessary to reach high-pressure

conditions puts finite limits on the number of diffracting

crystallites in polycrystalline samples. Furthermore, poly-

crystalline samples are often ‘prepared’ in situ (e.g. a pressure-

induced structural phase transition), under non-hydrostatic

pressure conditions. In short, they are frequently far from

ideal powders. These difficulties can even be exacerbated by

the use of synchrotron radiation, as the highly parallel beam

further limits the number of crystallographic planes which

satisfy the Bragg condition (as compared with beams with

moderate divergence, typically encountered in laboratory

X-ray sources). It is therefore imperative that the user employ

a number of experimental techniques to obtain data of

the highest quality and, hence, structural parameters of

the highest accuracy. The present work constitutes a detailed

study of two of these experimental techniques: reproducible

sample positioning at the centre of rotation in the experi-

mental configuration, and rocking polycrystalline samples to

improve the quality of powder X-ray diffraction images.

Following a brief description of the synchrotron radiation

source, experimental configuration and analysis software



common to the study as a whole, separate sections, each

including a more detailed overview, experimental procedure,

results and summary, are dedicated to the respective selected

techniques. Although these techniques are presented in the

context of DAC crystallography, their generic nature is such

that they could likely be beneficially applied or adapted to a

broad range of experimental configurations in the field of

X-ray scattering.

2. Source and software

All data presented in this work were collected at the Hard

X-ray Microanalysis (HXMA) beamline at the Canadian Light

Source. HXMA is a multipurpose beamline providing users

with EXAFS, microprobe, imaging and diffraction capabilities.

The source is a 63-pole superconducting wiggler with a critical

energy of approximately 10 keV. Wavelength is selected using

either the Si(111) or (220) crystals of a fixed-exit double-

crystal monochromator. Optional beamline optics include a

plane parabolic mirror for collimating the continuous spec-

trum in the horizontal plane, as well as a toroidal mirror for

focusing the monochromatic beam in both the horizontal and

vertical planes. The final beam size is defined by square-

aperture collimators [similar in design to those described by

Ruoff et al. (1993)] ranging from 15 � 15 mm to 45 � 45 mm.

Specific details regarding incident X-ray energy, beamline

configuration and collimator size are provided in the respec-

tive descriptions of the centring and rocking studies. All X-ray

diffraction images were obtained using transmission geometry,

with scattering recorded on a Marresearch mar345 imaging-

plate detector (located approximately 270 mm from the

sample), and were scanned at 100 mm pixel resolution.

FIT2D (Hammersley et al., 1996) was used extensively for

data analysis and image processing. For the centring study, it

was used to determine the sample-to-detector distance, based

on powder X-ray diffraction images from calibration stan-

dards. For the rocking study, it was used to convert diffraction

images into conventional diffraction patterns of intensity

versus 2�, and to produce the figures containing portions of

powder diffraction images. With regard to the latter, it is

important to note for each figure containing sets of images

that each image is presented with the same intensity scaling.

Furthermore, it is important to note that, for all images,

saturated pixels were masked prior to any data analysis.

FullProf (Rodriguez-Carvajal, 2006) was used to carry out

Rietveld refinements on the LaB6 diffraction patterns for the

rocking study. Refined parameters included the background,

scale factor, lattice constant, asymmetric pseudo-Voigt peak

profile, B (overall) and fractional x-coordinate of boron.

3. Centring

3.1. Overview

Accurate reproducible sample positioning is a prerequisite

for practically any X-ray diffraction experiment. A number of

different positioning methods have been devised, depending

on factors such as the source, geometry or specific type of

measurement to be performed. When carrying out diffraction

using a DAC in transmission geometry with an area detector,

the sample-to-detector distance, D, is a crucial experimental

parameter as it is required to convert the spatial position of

observed Bragg spots or the radial position of observed Debye

rings into the appropriate scattering variable. A fractional

uncertainty in D will result in approximately the same frac-

tional uncertainty in d-spacings. Typically, D is determined by

recording a powder X-ray diffraction image of a calibration

standard with well known lattice constants (e.g. Si, LaB6 or

CeO2) at ambient conditions. The radial position of the

recorded Debye rings, together with monochromatic radiation

of known wavelength (independently determined, for

example, by scanning an absorption edge of an elemental

calibration foil), can be used to accurately determine D. The

goal, of course, is to subsequently place research samples at

the same position as the standard, such that all share a unique

and well defined D. Making this unique position a centre of

rotation is a natural choice, both for conventional multi-circle

diffractometers as well as for custom multi-stage goniometers

often employed for high-pressure studies at synchrotron

radiation facilities.

Traditionally, optical methods are used for positioning a

sample at the centre of rotation. The sample is rotated while

observed through a microscope, and any initial displacement

of the sample from the centre of rotation results in both lateral

and telescopic motion of the sample upon rotation. Correc-

tions are made to the sample position to minimize the

observed motion upon rotation. Optical methods are not

practical when using DACs because the optical access to the

sample is severely limited by the anvils’ supporting structure,

and furthermore the high refractive index of diamonds

introduces additional challenges, particularly as the optical

path length increases upon rotation. Alternatively, Hamilton

(1974) showed that the sample position with respect to the

centre of rotation could be determined from the observed

angles of pairs of single-crystal reflections. An adaptation of

this method was first applied to DACs by King & Finger

(1979), and further generalized by Dera & Katrusiak (1999).

The obvious limitation of a method based on single-crystal

reflection pairs is that the problem of positioning poly-

crystalline samples is not resolved. Furthermore, these

methods are based on traditional geometries which include a

point detector situated at a constant distance from the centre

of rotation.

The method of centring presented in this work is related to

the optical method in that it relies upon the observed sample

displacement upon rotation; however, it does not rely on the

eye to monitor this displacement but rather on the char-

acteristic transmission profile obtained by scanning a gasketed

DAC sample across a spatially well defined X-ray beam.

Specifically, the sample position with respect to the fixed X-ray

beam is measured at three separate sample rotation angles,

and the corresponding sample displacement is used to calcu-

late the position of the sample with respect to the centre of

rotation. Similar methods for sample centring based on X-ray
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transmission through the DAC have been described by

Budzianowski & Katrusiak (2004) and Kunz et al. (2005);

however, in both cases centring is carried out in a step-wise

fashion: the sample must first be centred along one (or both)

of the axes normal to the beam, after which the sample is

centred along the axis parallel to the beam. To accomplish this

first step, Bunzianowski & Katrusiak prescribe a 180� sample

rotation, whereas Kunz et al. do not explicitly specify how the

first step is carried out. The method presented here differs in

that the sample position with respect to the centre of rotation

can be determined in two dimensions, along one of the axes

normal to the beam as well as along the axis parallel to the

beam, simultaneously. Furthermore, the method does not

require a 180� sample rotation. This last point is particularly

important as it is often either not feasible or not possible to

rotate the sample in this manner owing to ancillary equipment

such as a cryostat, furnace or pneumatic DAC membrane

assembly, or owing to the close proximity of peripheral beam-

conditioning equipment such as a collimator, ‘clean-up’

aperture or radiation shielding. One final point worth iterating

is that the method works equally well for powder and single-

crystal samples inasmuch as the characteristic profile used to

define the sample position is due to the gasket rather than the

sample.

After considering some preliminary details, a simplified

version of the centring technique, suitable for most DAC

applications, is presented. This version is then generalized for

use in a wider range of applications. An example of the

centring technique, together with an extended record of its

use, over several days of experiments employing several

beamline configurations, is presented to emphasize some

practical considerations as well as possible limitations.

3.2. Coordinates and nomenclature

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental

configuration, together with a definition of the coordinate

system. The positive y-axis runs parallel to the beam, the

positive z- and x-axes make up the vertical and horizontal

axes, respectively, of the plane normal to the beam, with the

former pointing upward and the latter completing the right-

handed coordinate system. The rotation axis ! is collinear

with the z-axis, with positive rotation in the counter-clockwise

direction when viewed from above. Starting at the base of the

assembly, the Scan z and Scan x stages are employed for

scanning the sample in the plane normal to the X-ray beam,

Centre ! allows for the sample rotation necessary to carry out

the centring process, and Centre x and Centre y are used to

place the sample at the centre of rotation. All stages are

motorized, with optical encoder resolution equal to or better

than 0.1 mm, and with a unidirectional repeatability of just

over 1 mm. It should be mentioned that, for the purposes of

centring as described in the present work, it is compulsory to

have x motion below the rotation stage for scanning the

sample in the fixed reference frame of the hutch, and it is

necessary to have x–y motion above the rotation stage to

position samples at the centre of rotation. The particular

location of z motion is a matter of choice in the current

context.

3.3. Transmission profile and sample position

Fig. 2 shows a typical example of the transmission profile

obtained by scanning the sample across the X-ray beam. The

monochromatic focused X-ray beam was collimated using a

square 30 mm aperture. (Note that for the purposes of this

work it is assumed that the maximum beam dimensions do not

exceed the minimum diameter of the sample chamber; in

practice this is almost always the case as diffraction from the

gasket material surrounding the sample introduces difficulty

during data analysis.) The DAC had diamond anvils with

300 mm culets. The indented stainless steel gasket (T301, full-

hard) was approximately 50 mm thick, with a sample chamber

100 mm in diameter. A schematic diagram of the anvils–

gasket–sample region is shown in Fig. 2 above the plot. If one

imagines the X-ray beam (shown to proper scale in the

diagram) moving across the sample, with transmission inten-

sity being recorded at discrete 10 mm intervals, the char-

acteristic features of the transmission profile, two shoulder

plateaus and one peak plateau, are readily obtained.

Placing the sample in the path of the X-ray beam is

straightforward with such a transmission profile. However, for

the purposes of centring it is important to define a unique

sample position with the greatest possible accuracy. Further-

more, this unique position must still be identifiable in scans

taken with the DAC at some angle with respect to the beam.

Because of the plateau nature of the profile shown in Fig. 2,

the position of maximum intensity can be ambiguous and is

therefore rarely reliable for such purposes, so instead the

position coordinate of the centroid (commonly referred to as

the centre of mass) is used to define the sample position. This
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Figure 1
Schematic diagram of the experimental configuration and coordinate
system. Motorized stage names are in italics. The top view is shown for the
case of Centre ! at !0 (translation of the sample along y results in zero
displacement along x) and illustrates an initial sample displacement
(x0, y0) with respect to the centre of rotation.



does not entirely solve the problem of defining an unambig-

uous sample position, as factors such as gasket material, gasket

deformation at high pressure, sample chamber displacement

from the centre of the gasket indentation, and choice of scan

parameters can all contribute to deviations from the ideal

shape and/or symmetry (or similarly, a consistent shape and/or

symmetry) of the characteristic profile. These practical diffi-

culties will be briefly addressed in the analysis and discussion.

3.3.1. Mathematical description. Prior to carrying out the

centring routine, Scan z and Scan x are used to scan the

sample in the plane normal to the beam and subsequently

position the sample in the path of the beam. The centring

routine requires the sample position, in Scan x space, to be

determined at three unique angles. First, the position is

determined at !0 = 0�. (This angle is defined as the angle at

which the sample can be translated along the beam and

undergo no translation in the x direction.) The position of the

sample is then determined for �! = !+ and !� (with an

approximate range of 5�–35� for possible �! values). It is

important to note that, for the description of the method as

applied to DACs, |!�| = !+ is a requirement inasmuch as the

method takes advantage of the even and odd properties of the

cosine and sine functions, respectively (this requirement will

be subsequently lifted for the generalized method). The

sample displacement in Scan x space brought about by rota-

tion is then used to calculate the sample position with respect

to the centre of rotation.

Turning to a more complete mathematical description,

when the sample is first placed on the positioning assembly, its

position with respect to the centre of rotation (see Fig. 1, top

view) can be expressed by a vector,

P0 ¼ x0 îiþ y0 ĵj: ð1Þ

Upon rotating the sample assembly through an angle !, the

new position of the vector in the fixed coordinate system of the

experimental hutch is found by applying a coordinate trans-

formation for pure rotation,

x!
y!
¼

cos! � sin!
sin! cos!

� �
x0

y0

; ð2Þ

such that

Pþ ¼ x0 cos!þ � y0 sin!þ
� �

îiþ x0 sin!þ þ y0 cos!þ
� �

ĵj ð3Þ

and

P� ¼ x0 cos!þ þ y0 sin!þ
� �

îiþ �x0 sin!þ þ y0 cos!þ
� �

ĵj:

ð4Þ

It is important to note that in (4) the even and odd properties

of the cosine and sine functions, respectively, have been

exploited such that P� is written in terms of !+ (all subsequent

equations will be written in terms of the positive angle,

allowing the subscript on ! to be dropped). The experi-

mentalist is privy only to the projection of the sample

displacement onto Scan x space, which depends on the initial

displacement (x0, y0) as well as the choice of !,

Pþ � P0

� �
� îi! �Sxþ ¼ x0 cos!� 1ð Þ � y0 sin! ð5Þ

and

P� � P0ð Þ � îi! �Sx� ¼ x0 cos!� 1ð Þ þ y0 sin!: ð6Þ

At this point it is necessary to introduce a small correction to

the description. Because the beam remains stationary, each

time the sample is displaced it is actually the entire coordinate

system that must be translated to bring the sample back into

line with the beam. To account for this, one simply needs to

distribute a negative sign through (5) and (6), ��Sx ! �Sx

yielding,

�Sxþ ¼ x0 1� cos!ð Þ þ y0 sin! ð7Þ

and

�Sx� ¼ x0 1� cos!ð Þ � y0 sin!: ð8Þ

Solving this simple system yields the final result,

x0 ¼
�Sxþ þ�Sx�

2 1� cos!ð Þ
ð9Þ

and

y0 ¼
�Sxþ ��Sx�

2 sin!
: ð10Þ

Relative motions of Centre x and Centre y by �x0 and �y0,

respectively, will place the sample at the centre of rotation.

Subsequent relative motion of Scan x by x0 is then required to

bring the sample back into the beam’s path.
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Figure 2
Typical example of the X-ray transmission profile intensity as a function
of the scanning stage position. Above the plot is a schematic diagram (to
scale) detailing the diamond anvils, gasket and sample configuration
giving rise to such a characteristic profile. Note that the shaded region
about the X-ray beam is scaled to correspond to 30 mm, the collimated
width of the incident X-ray beam.



3.3.2. Generalized method. In the majority of X-ray scat-

tering applications associated with DACs, the X-ray beam

passes straight through the load axis. The accessible angular

range about this load axis is typically symmetric and,

furthermore, it is often quite limited owing to the diamond

anvil supports. With this in mind, the specific method of

centring presented above is well suited for DACs. However,

there is no a priori reason for requiring that !0 be used, or for

requiring the other two angles to be symmetric about !0, and

therefore the method can be generalized to any three angles.

Notably, the general method is not limited to atypical DAC

applications; it could be employed in any experimental

configuration for which the experimentalist can monitor the

transverse displacement of a unique transmission feature upon

rotation. In the general case, the sample position is measured

at three angles �, ! and �. Here no restrictions are made

regarding the signs or values of the angles, except that they

are known with respect to !0. Following the same procedure

described above, one obtains the general form for the

corrections,

x0 ¼
sin � � sin�ð Þ�Sx! � sin!� sin �ð Þ�Sx�

cos �� cos!ð Þ sin � � sin �ð Þ � sin!� sin �ð Þ cos�� cos �ð Þ

ð11Þ

and

y0 ¼
cos �� cos!ð Þ�Sx� � cos �� cos �ð Þ�Sx!

cos �� cos!ð Þ sin � � sin �ð Þ � sin!� sin �ð Þ cos�� cos �ð Þ
:

ð12Þ

If �! !0 = 0�, one obtains

x0 ¼
sin �ð Þ�Sx! � sin!ð Þ�Sx�

1� cos!ð Þ sin �ð Þ � sin!ð Þ 1� cos �ð Þ
ð13Þ

and

y0 ¼
1� cos!ð Þ�Sx� � 1� cos �ð Þ�Sx!

1� cos!ð Þ sin �ð Þ � sin!ð Þ 1� cos �ð Þ
: ð14Þ

Finally, if �!�!, and the even/odd properties of the cosine/

sine functions are used to write everything in terms of !, one

obtains equations (9) and (10).

3.4. Example

For the example presented here, as well as for the extended

record of use of the centring method presented thereafter, the

simplified centring method, with !0 and symmetric angles

about !0, was used. A simple macro was employed, for which

the user is required to input three parameters: the scan width

(more specifically, the initial and final positions of the scan

relative to the current Scan x position), the discrete step size

and �!. The same scan width and step size are used for each

of the three ! angles. After the three scans are completed, the

macro calculates the position coordinate of the centroid for

each scan, and subsequently calculates the sample position

with respect to the centre of rotation.

To facilitate the establishment of an accurate unique

sample-to-detector distance D for all samples, calibration

samples are mounted in DAC gaskets so as to mimic the

centring process as it is carried out on regular research

samples. The calibration samples are prepared by first

indenting and drilling a stainless steel gasket with roughly the

same dimensions as described for Fig. 2. After replacing the

gasket in the DAC, the calibration sample is loaded into the

sample chamber and gently packed using the opposing anvils.

The gasket is removed from the DAC, covered with thin

polyimide tape for protection, and permanently fixed in a

custom mount. The calibration and DAC mounts are designed

such that when a calibration sample is placed atop the sample

goniometer it rests at approximately the same position as the

mounted DAC samples. This is done to minimize long travel

with any of the stages when switching between samples, thus

minimizing errors introduced by slight deviations from

orthogonality among stages in the sample assembly.

Fig. 3 shows an example of iterative use of the centring

method. For each trio of scans, the relative scan endpoints

were �300 to 300 mm, with a step size of 10 mm. �!, the

measured �Sx displacements, and the calculated sample

positions with respect to the centre of rotation (i.e. the x- and

y-components of P0) are presented in Table 1. The first

iteration is represented by the top trio of scans. Despite the

modest value of !, the sample displacement owing to rotation,

approximately �14 mm for !+ and !�, respectively, is clearly

noticeable. After making the calculated corrections, the

centring process was repeated, only now �! was increased to

�10�. The resulting trio of scans in the middle of Fig. 3 shows a

marked improvement; however, it is clear that the sample is

still displaced slightly upon rotation. Again the calculated

corrections were applied and the routine was executed a third

and final time, with the resulting trio of scans shown at the

bottom of Fig. 3.

Considering the iterative progression of the calculated

corrections in Table 1, it is reasonable to estimate that, after

applying the calculated corrections from the third iteration, a

small positioning error of the sample centre with respect to the

centre of rotation still persists, perhaps a little more than

10 mm along x and a little less than 10 mm along y. However,

given the dimensions of the sample, this estimate puts the

centre of rotation well within the sample volume. Considering

the iterative progression of the sample displacement brought

about by rotation, it is reasonable to conclude that rotation of

the sample by �10� (i.e. rocking the sample) during image

capture would result in a sample displacement of not more

than �2.5 mm normal to the beam. Based on the estimated

positioning error, the sample displacement along the beam

would be slightly larger (e.g. less than �5 mm for a 25 mm

positioning error along x).

The final result presented in the description of the method,

equations (9) and (10), is exact provided a unique feature can

be identified and used to define the sample position for all

pertinent values of !. Unfortunately this is rarely the case, as

demonstrated by the iterations required in this example. It is

worth exploring some of the related factors that cause

uncertainty in defining a unique sample position. This will not

only provide some insight into the practical limitations of the
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method, but will also lead to suggestions for utilizing the

method to obtain the best possible result.

3.5. Discussion

The problem of identifying unique profile features for an

arbitrary rotation angle is due primarily to a lack of uniformity

in the characteristic transmission profile. Upon rotating the

sample, the width of the features in the transmission profile

are compressed by a factor of cos(!). For small !, the

corresponding effect is small, but for larger values of ! the

difference can be substantial. Atypical features, caused for

example by a deformed or unstable gasket at high pressure, or

asymmetric features, for example a sample chamber not well

centred in the gasket indentation, can exacerbate this

problem. However, a careful choice of scan parameters can

greatly mitigate these difficulties. In the example presented

above, the entire profile was included in the scan width (the

narrower transmission profiles for �! = �10� are clearly

visible in the tails of the bottom trio of Fig. 3). This generous

scan width yielded satisfactory results; however, for the most

demanding applications, the scan width can be chosen to

include only the sample chamber and a few data points of each

shoulder plateau to minimize uncertainty caused by asym-

metric or atypical transmission profiles.

The choice of ! is particularly crucial. To appreciate this

more fully, Fig. 4 shows the calculated correction obtained

from equations (9) and (10), per unit numerator value, as a

function of �!. For example, if one executes the centring

routine with �! = �10� and finds the sum �Sx+ + �Sx� =

1 mm, the magnitude of the calculated sample displacement

x0 would be 32.9 mm. Conversely, if one finds the difference

�Sx+��Sx� = 1 mm, the magnitude of the calculated sample

displacement y0 would be just 2.9 mm. To reiterate, errors in

positioning are the result of not accurately identifying the

same unique feature for all !. For small ! the distortion of the

profile owing to rotation, and therefore the detrimental effect

on the consistency and symmetry of the profile, is minimized,

but at the same time small errors in positioning are magnified

by the relatively large calculated correction, particularly for

x0. For large ! the magnitudes of the calculated corrections

are much smaller, but at the same time the detrimental effect

of rotation on the profile consistency can be substantial. For all

values (and particularly small values) of !, the method is more

precise parallel to the beam than it is normal to the beam. One

notable exception is the case of a 180� rotation. The method

presented in this work does not require such a rotation, but it

is important to note that the method nevertheless works for

such a rotation and, when possible, this is still the ideal choice

to position the sample along the axes normal to the beam.

However, this gives no information about the displacement y0,
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Figure 3
Three iterations, in order from top to bottom, of the centring process. In
each trio of scans the circles, triangles and inverted triangles correspond
to ! = !0, !+ and !�, respectively. With each iteration the displacement
of the sample chamber portion of the profile is progressively minimized.

Figure 4
Calculated correction per unit numerator value of equation (9) along x
(squares) and equation (10) along y (circles), as a function of �!. The
inset details the extreme correction along x for small angles. The dotted
line at 10� is to draw attention to the angle used in the second and third
iterations of the example.

Table 1
Choice of �!, the resulting projections onto Scan x space of the sample
position owing to rotation, and the calculated correction from equations
(9) and (10), for each iteration of the centring process for the example
shown in Fig. 3.

Iteration �! (�) �Sx+ (mm) �Sx� (mm) x0 (mm) y0 (mm)

First 5 14.1 �14.3 �24 163
Second 10 3.5 �7.6 �135 32
Third 10 2.7 �1.2 50 11



and therefore additional scans at moderate ! values are

required to centre the sample along the beam.

In an effort to evaluate the effectiveness of the method over

an extended period of repeated use, Table 2 shows a record of

Centre y positions, together with D as determined from the fit

of the calibration images. The calibration images were taken

over a period of six days, during which the beamline config-

uration (detailed in Table 3) and/or calibration sample were

periodically changed. This is an appropriate practical measure

of the method as the refined sample-to-detector distances

obtained from calibration images are often the only reliable

measure of D available to the user during a typical experi-

mental run. While the data in Table 2 are not extensive, a

number of interesting features are observed. Starting with the

first seven entries, the Centre y values have a range of 20 mm,

whereas D has a range of over 100 mm. The ranges for Centre y

and D drop to 8 mm and 20 mm, respectively, if one considers

the LaB6 data from configuration 2 only. The Centre x values

(not shown) have a range of almost 150 mm. Similarly, this

range decreases to 84 mm if one considers the LaB6 data from

configuration 2 only. The large range of Centre x values,

approximately one order of magnitude greater than that

observed for Centre y, is consistent with the order-of-magni-

tude difference between the calculated corrections of Centre x

and Centre y for �! = �10�, as shown in Fig. 4.

Turning now to the last four rows of Table 2, each pair of

images was recorded without disturbing the sample position

between images. Therefore the refined D values should ideally

be the same for each respective pair. While the values are not

the same, the differences of 9 mm and 21 mm for the first and

second pair, respectively, are relatively small.

Finally, considering all of the entries together, it appears

that the primary obstacle to establishing an accurate and

consistent D is the number of counts recorded by the detector.

For example, by switching to a larger collimator (configuration

1! configuration 2), the flux at the sample was increased by

almost an order of magnitude. This had little effect (5 mm) on

the calculated Centre y stage position, but had a significant

effect (43 mm) on D. D was quite stable (a total range of

21 mm) in configuration 2 until the standard was changed to

silicon. The higher symmetry and lower Z-value of Si as

compared with LaB6 result in fewer peaks and relatively fewer

counts (for a given range of 2�) used to refine the sample-to-

detector distance. The discrepancy of over 100 mm for images

taken with Si as compared with LaB6 in configuration 2 is quite

significant (note that a comparison of the Centre x and

Centre y is not applicable, as the LaB6 and Si calibration

samples have separate mounts). Dera & Katrusiak (1999)

report similar challenges, namely that source size and char-

acteristics, as well as sample type, can have a significant

influence on the results of the centring procedure described

for single-crystal samples.

3.6. Centring summary

The centring method presented allows DAC samples to be

positioned at an absolute unique position in space. The

primary goal of the centring routine is to establish a consistent

repeatable sample-to-detector distance D, and for LaB6 data

from beamline configuration 2, for which the most data were

available, the refined values for D had a range of just over

20 mm, consistent with the variation observed when the sample

was not disturbed between images. The method is valuable

because it does not require a 180� rotation of the sample,

which is often not feasible owing to the location of ancillary

equipment present in high-pressure experimental configura-

tions. Positioning the sample at the centre of rotation is a

prerequisite for single-crystal studies, and it allows powder

samples to be rocked during exposure. Because the char-

acteristic transmission profile is due to the transmission

contrast of the gasket and sample rather than the sample type

itself, the method works equally well for powder and single-

crystal samples. It is clear that the ultimate accuracy of the

method depends on the ability to consistently identify a

unique sample feature for all pertinent DAC rotation angles.

This depends on a number of related factors including the

anvils–gasket–sample region, as well as the actual scan para-

meters, all of which must be carefully considered in order to

obtain the best possible result. However, it has been shown

that, ultimately, the problem of defining a unique sample-to-

detector distance is likely limited by the variance introduced

by different calibration materials and/or beamline configura-

tions.
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Table 3
Parameters detailing the four beamline configurations employed during
the record of use.

Configuration
Energy
(keV)

Mono
(hkl)

Focusing
optics?

Beam size
(mm)

1 24.030 (111) Yes 15 � 15
2 24.030 (111) Yes 45 � 45
3 37.441 (220) No 45 � 45
4 50.000 (220) No 45 � 45

Table 2
A record of several calibration images taken over several days of X-ray
diffraction experiments.

An asterisk (*) indicates that there is no relation to the centre stage positions
above owing to a change in the calibration mounts. A dagger (†) indicates that
the sample was not disturbed between images. Notably, a change in beamline
configuration and/or calibration sample brings about the most abrupt changes
in D.

Standard Day Time Configuration Centre y (mm) D (mm)

LaB6 1 00:45 1 3.913 271.756
LaB6 1 13:30 1 3.920 271.794
LaB6 2 04:00 2 3.925 271.837
LaB6 2 13:30 2 3.927 271.853
LaB6 2 16:00 2 3.927 271.847
LaB6 2 17:30 2 3.929 271.840
LaB6 2 23:30 2 3.933 271.859
Si 3 0:00 2 4.015* 271.721
Si 3 14:00 2 4.020 271.715
LaB6 4 5:30 3 3.855* 271.992
LaB6 4 5:40 3 3.855† 272.001
LaB6 6 4:00 4 3.889 271.854
LaB6 6 4:30 4 3.889† 271.875



4. Rocking

4.1. Overview

As discussed in the Introduction, the limited sample volume

necessary to reach high-pressure conditions in the DAC,

together with the near-parallel beam characteristic of typical

synchrotron radiation sources, puts severe limits on the

number of crystallographic planes satisfying the Bragg

condition in polycrystalline samples. Consequently, poor

counting statistics make it quite difficult to obtain reliable

reproducible relative intensities. This difficulty is alleviated in

part by the use of a flat two-dimensional detector such as those

incorporating an imaging plate (IP) or charge-coupled device

(CCD). By capturing entire Debye rings, the total intensity

along a given ring can be summed, yielding a much more

reliable intensity per unit length (of a given Debye ring) as

compared with detection methods that record intensity from

only a small portion of a given ring (as is often the case in

conventional experimental configurations).

Area detectors, however, offer the added benefit of

imaging, and, for the typical case when the DAC remains

stationary during exposure, the images obtained frequently

reveal spotty Debye rings as evidence of poor powder aver-

aging. Qualitative accounts in the literature make it clear that

rocking the DAC over a small angular range during image

capture can significantly improve the homogeneity of intensity

distribution along Debye rings (see, for example, Sakata et al.,

2004). However, the quantitative study presented here reveals

that the benefits obtained by rocking are more substantial and

varied than previously suggested. Interestingly, the results can

be characterized by two distinct yet complimentary perspec-

tives: improving intensity distribution and reducing detector

saturation. Rocking the sample significantly increases the

number of distinct crystallite orientations contributing to the

total diffracted intensity, so, as one might expect, it improves

the homogeneity of intensity distribution around Debye rings.

But rocking also reduces the amount of time any particular

group of crystallite orientations contributes to the total

diffracted intensity, bringing about the less obvious result that

it significantly reduces instances of detector saturation due to

diffraction from large grains.

The latter perspective is of particular importance. IPs (and

to a lesser extent CCDs) have a high dynamic range but,

nevertheless, at the majority of second- and third-generation

sources, exposure time is limited by detector saturation.

Saturation results in lost information, such that an image with

even a modest number of saturated pixels can no longer be

relied upon for correct relative intensities. The obvious solu-

tion is to limit the exposure time, but this constitutes a

compromise in achieving the best counting statistics. Sample

rocking decreases the number of saturated pixels, thereby

increasing the maximum exposure time; one makes the most

of the detector’s dynamic range for each image. Following

some preliminary considerations associated with rocking, data

are presented for various rocking scenarios, at both ambient

and high-pressure conditions. The results are accompanied by

a detailed discussion in the contexts of the two distinct yet

complimentary perspectives of improving intensity distribu-

tion and reducing detector saturation.

4.2. Rocking versus spinning

At the outset it is worth briefly clarifying what is meant by

sample rocking, and distinguishing it from similar strategies

such as sample spinning, a technique often employed in

conventional �–2� diffraction geometries. Fig. 5 offers a

schematic view of the situation. In the case of a conventional

�–2� reflection geometry (Fig. 5, left), only grains with sets of

planes {hkl} parallel to the sample holder contribute to the

diffracted intensity as recorded by the detector. By spinning

the sample holder about its normal axis, these planes remain

essentially parallel to the sample holder. In short, spinning

does little to change the orientation of these planes with

respect to the beam; instead it may bring new grains into the

path of the beam, increasing the number of grains which

contribute to the observed intensity at a particular angle 2�.
The situation is quite different in the case of transmission

geometry using an area detector (Fig. 5, right). Data are

collected simultaneously over the entire relevant 2� range,

such that all crystallites with planes satisfying the Bragg

condition for the relevant 2� range contribute to the observed

intensity. Sample rocking involves rotating the DAC over a

modest angular range about an axis normal to the incident

beam. The result is that all of the grains contained in the

irradiated sample volume will have a new orientation with

respect to the incident beam. In short, rocking is far more

effective than spinning in the context of changing the orien-

tation of pertinent grains. This is imperative as the limited

sample volume of the DAC does not afford the luxury of

bringing a significant number of new grains into the path of the

incident beam.

The rocking method employed in this work does not involve

a continuous sweeping motion of the sample through the

specified angular range, but rather the sample is rotated by
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Figure 5
Schematic diagrams comparing the practice of sample spinning (left),
often employed in conventional laboratory diffractometers, with the
practice of sample rocking (right), employed in the present work. S0

indicates the location of the X-ray source.



discrete intervals dictated by the user. Specifically, rocking is

carried out by a simple macro which requires the user to input

the end points of the rocking range, the discrete step size and

the total exposure time. This information is used, together

with the dynamic parameters of the rotation stage, to rock the

sample over the entire range once during the specified expo-

sure time, with the appropriate discrete step size. Note that

rocking ranges as discussed in this work are complete and

symmetric; a rocking range of 8� corresponds to rocking the

DAC �4� about the rotation axis origin.

4.3. Image series

The majority of the data were taken using a powder sample

of LaB6 (National Institute of Standards and Technology,

Standard Reference Material 660a) under ambient conditions.

To mimic the sample volume typically encountered in a DAC,

the calibration standard was loaded into an indented gasket,

as described above in the centring portion of this work.

Depending on a number of factors including the type and/or

quality of sample and type (or lack) of pressure-transmitting

medium, application of pressure can introduce a number

of complications including, for example, anisotropic strain

broadening and/or preferred orientation. This makes a

comprehensive quantitative evaluation of sample rocking at

high pressure difficult. Therefore an almost ideal powder was

chosen for the greater part of the study, with images taken at

ambient pressure. However, an example of rocking at high

pressure will also be presented below. Regarding the use of an

IP area detector, despite the widespread use of CCDs at

synchrotron radiation facilities, the combination of high

dynamic range, exceptionally large area and tolerable readout

time has resulted in IPs continuing to be the workhorses

for most high-pressure powder X-ray diffraction studies.

However, the characteristics of current CCDs are such that the

issues of saturation and pixel bleeding are of key importance.

The results presented here should be generally applicable to

CCDs as well.

Three image series, each consisting of six powder X-ray

diffraction images, were collected. For each of the first two

series, a reference image was taken without rocking and with

intentional overexposure to ensure a modest number of

saturated pixels would be observed. Subsequent images were

then taken with sample rocking, starting with a nominal

rocking range and then doubling it for each subsequent image,

all with a constant step size of 0.1�. For the third image series,

a constant rocking range of 8� was used while the initial step

size of 0.8� was halved for each subsequent image. Table 4

summarizes these key parameters for each series. In each

series, care was taken to expose each image to the same

incident photon intensity as determined by the number of

total ion chamber counts.

4.4. Results and analysis

4.4.1. Improving intensity distribution. To appreciate the

difference rocking can make in the context of improving

intensity distribution, it is most instructive to examine the

Debye rings observed at the highest 2� values. There are

several reasons why this is the case, but let it suffice to point

out that these Debye rings are the least intense, and this weak

intensity is distributed along the rings of greatest circumfer-

ence. Fig. 6 shows a small region of the detector for three

separate images from series 1. The salient feature of series 1 is

the small incident beam size, resulting in a minute irradiated

sample volume (�10�8 cm3), making it particularly difficult to

obtain an even azimuthal intensity distribution. This is parti-

cularly noticeable in the case of the stationary DAC (Fig. 6,

left), where the rings can be described, for the most part, as

intermittent spots superimposed on extremely faint rings. At

the maximum rocking range of the series (Fig. 6, right), the

rings appear much more homogeneous; the spotting is less

prevalent and the continuous rings appear more intense.

To explore this improvement quantitatively, the observed

intensity of the (331) reflection was rebinned as a function of

azimuthal angle (i.e. along the Debye ring) for images in all

three series. The (331) reflection was chosen because it was the

largest Debye ring, at approximately 31.4� 2�, captured in its
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Table 4
Beam dimensions, rocking range and discrete step size for each of the
three image series.

Series
Beam size
(mm) Rocking range (�) Step size (�)

1 15 � 15 Variable 0–16 Fixed 0.1
2 45 � 45 Variable 0–32 Fixed 0.1
3 45 � 45 Fixed 8 Variable 0.8–0.025

Figure 6
High 2� detail of the detector (indicated by the small rectangle, with
respect to the full image area, in the figure heading) for selected images
from series 1. Note that as the rocking range (indicated in the upper left
corner of each image) increases from the stationary sample (left) to the
maximum rocking range of the series (right), the Debye rings exhibit a
marked improvement in homogeneity of intensity distribution.



entirety by the detector. Specifically, the intensity recorded in

a 3 mm strip (spanning approximately 0.5� 2�) straddling the

Debye ring was rebinned every quarter of an azimuthal

degree, resulting in a total of 1440 bins. Table 5 shows the

results of a basic statistical analysis carried out on the

rebinned data. (Note that only a total of 1400 data points were

considered in the analysis inasmuch as a 10-azimuthal-degree

region was omitted to ensure the portion of the detector

shielded by the beam stop did not contribute to the statistics.)

Some general (although not exclusively monotonic) trends

arise in all three series as the rocking range is increased or as

the step size is decreased: the mean intensity increases, while

at the same time the standard deviation about the mean and

the total range of observed intensities decrease. The combi-

nation of these three factors clearly demonstrates that the

distribution of intensities along the (331) Debye ring is more

homogeneous with rocking. (Note that a statistical analysis

was carried out for three other rings in each image, with

corroborating results; however, the details have been omitted

for the sake of brevity.)

Looking a little more closely at the mean intensities in the

first two series, the difference between the stationary DAC and

the smallest rocking range is perhaps appreciable, but a

subsequent increase in the rocking range does not result in a

significant increase in the mean intensity. This is not surprising

inasmuch as care was taken to expose the sample to the same

number of counts for each image. Conversely, the decrease

(i.e. the improvement) in the standard deviation is substantial

as the rocking range is increased. This can readily be explained

by an increase in the number of distinct crystallite orientations

during exposure. The combination of these two factors leads

to the conclusion that, although rocking improves the distri-

bution of the intensities, it does not significantly affect the

total observed intensity. In short, area detectors are quite

effective in yielding reliable relative intensities, even in the

absence of rocking (at least in the case of a good powder under

ambient conditions).

To appreciate the difference in the total range of observed

intensities, Fig. 7 provides a comparison of the intensity versus

azimuthal angle for the (331) reflection in the case of the

stationary DAC (top) as well as rocking over 32� (bottom) for

images from series 2. The difference between the two is

immediately apparent, further demonstrating that the inten-

sity along the rings is more evenly distributed when the DAC

is rocked. It should be reiterated that, despite the intense

spikes observed in the case of the stationary DAC, the mean

intensity is less than that observed for any of the rocking

ranges. The significant reduction in the total range of observed

intensities can be looked at not only from the perspective of

improving intensity distribution but also from the perspective

of reducing detector saturation. This latter perspective is

further developed in the following section.

4.4.2. Reducing detector saturation. To appreciate the

difference rocking can make in the context of reducing

detector saturation, it is most instructive to look at the Debye

rings at low 2� values. Not only are these the most intense

rings, but this strong intensity is packed into rings with the

shortest circumference. It is these rings which will saturate first

in the event of overexposure. The importance of this point

cannot be overstressed; when it comes to data analysis (e.g.

structural refinement), strong reflections can carry significant

weight in a number of respects, including line shape and lattice
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Table 5
Basic statistical information for the (331) reflection collected from 1400
azimuthal bins (from 5� to 355� by 0.25�) of fixed width (2� ’ 0.5�).

In general, the mean intensity increases only slightly with rocking, suggesting
that area detectors are quite effective in yielding reliable relative intensities,
even for stationary samples. In general, the standard deviation about the mean
and the total intensity range decreases significantly with rocking, suggesting
that rocking is crucial to obtaining a more homogeneous distribution of
intensities, with fewer occurrences of extreme (saturated) intensity.

Series
Range
(�)

Step
size (�)

Mean
(counts)

Standard
deviation
(counts)

Intensity
range
(counts)

1 0 0.1 187 124 2869
1 192 113 2501
2 195 86 1332
4 197 116 3037
8 196 71 1567

16 195 51 814

2 0 0.1 663 407 7656
2 709 288 3187
4 729 317 4055
8 714 217 2220

16 711 162 1792
32 729 135 1473

3 8 0.8 651 254 3601
0.4 683 217 2483
0.2 664 194 1839
0.1 695 211 2031
0.05 672 204 2013
0.025 663 200 1945

Figure 7
Intensity versus azimuthal angle for the (331) reflection for the stationary
sample (top) and for the maximum rocking range of 32� (bottom) from
series 2. Note that both are plotted on the same intensity scale to contrast
the marked influence that sample rocking has on intensity distribution.
The horizontal lines indicate the mean intensity and the vertical bars at
the right indicate the standard deviation of the respective plots.



constants. Also, relative intensities are often defined in terms

of the most intense peak. Unfortunately, it is the most intense

peaks which are most susceptible to intensity inaccuracies

owing to pixel saturation.

Fig. 8 shows a portion of three images from series 2. In the

case of the stationary DAC (Fig. 8, left), the reflections are

marked by intense Bragg spots superimposed on Debye rings.

As the DAC is rocked (Fig. 8, centre) and as the rocking range

is subsequently increased (Fig. 8, right), the occurrence of the

intense Bragg spots is significantly reduced, resulting in a more

consistent line width along the rings. Also, the expected

improvement in intensity distribution is noticeable.

Turning to a quantitative evaluation of the benefits, Fig. 9

shows the number of saturated pixels (Ipixel > 65535 counts for

the mar345 detector at 100 mm pixel resolution) as a function

of the rocking range for series 1 and 2. In each series the

number of saturated pixels fell by over 80% at the maximum

rocking range (16� and 32� for series 1 and series 2, respec-

tively) as compared with the stationary DAC. The inset of

Fig. 9 shows the number of saturated pixels as a function of

step size for the constant rocking range of 8�. Interestingly, for

the smallest step size, the decrease in saturated pixels is only

25% as compared with the largest step size. In this particular

case it is clear that both increasing the rocking range and

decreasing the step size are effective in minimizing detector

saturation; however, the maximum potential is primarily

dependent on the overall rocking range, as this ultimately

determines the maximum number of unique crystallite

orientations that contribute to the intensity observed in the

diffraction image.

4.4.3. Rietveld analysis. Full-pattern structural refinements

were carried out on all of the diffraction patterns from the

three image series. One cannot overstate the importance of

starting out with the highest quality data possible when

carrying out such refinements. In the present work, however,

poor data were intentionally collected in an effort to accent-

uate the effect that rocking has on reducing detector satura-

tion; the reader should bear this in mind when considering the

absolute results of the refinements. Notwithstanding this, some

interesting results emerge from the analyses, which further

demonstrate some of the benefits obtained by rocking poly-

crystalline samples.

The intense Bragg spots result in small bulges of intensity

around the Debye rings. As these are progressively removed

through rocking, the line width of the rings should progres-

sively decrease. Fig. 10 (top) shows the line width versus 2� for

series 2. The most striking difference is observed between the

stationary DAC and the 2� rocking range. In the case of the

stationary DAC, the intense Bragg spots significantly affect the

line width and, as the scattering angle is increased, this impact

is exacerbated as the projections of intense Bragg spots onto

the flat area detector increase by a factor of �1/cos(2�),

resulting in a maximum line width observed at 2� ’ 18�. At

still higher 2�, saturation effects are less prominent and the

line width decreases accordingly. With even the most modest

rocking range of 2�, the effects of pixel saturation are miti-

gated such that the line width remains roughly constant up to

2� ’ 18�, after which it decreases in a manner similar to that

observed with the stationary DAC. Subsequent increases in

rocking range show a systematic (although less pronounced)

decrease in line width. Furthermore, the change in the overall

shape of the curves is minimal, suggesting that rocking over
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Figure 8
Low 2� detail of the detector for selected images from series 2. Note that
as the rocking range increases from the stationary sample (left) to a
rocking range of 16� (right), the Debye rings exhibit a marked decrease in
the occurrence of intense Bragg spots superimposed on the Debye rings.

Figure 9
Number of saturated pixels versus rocking range for series 1 (squares)
and series 2 (circles). At the maximum rocking range, for both series the
number decreases by more than 80% as compared with the stationary
sample. The inset is a plot of the number of saturated pixels versus step
size for series 3 (triangles), showing a more modest decrease of
approximately 25%.



even a small range results in a more appropriate line shape.

Notably, at the highest 2� values, the line width remains

roughly constant for ranges greater than 8�, suggesting that

the effects of pixel saturation are essentially eliminated for

these reflections. Fig. 10 (bottom) shows the line width for

series 3. Note that the observed line width is almost exactly

that observed for the 8� range from series 2, as expected. The

decrease in line width is measurable, yet minimal as compared

with series 1 and 2 (much like the decrease in saturated

pixels). Again, it is clear that both range and step size play a

role in minimizing line width, but range appears to play the

dominant role.

Mixed results were obtained for the quality of the fits.

Table 6 shows the R-factors for the images of each series.

Series 1 exhibited a general trend of decreasing R values with

increased rocking range; however, this was not the case for

series 2. The refined parameters included an overall isotropic

displacement (sometimes referred to as a temperature) factor.

The refined values for B, shown in the final column in Table 6,

reveal an important benefit of rocking (or more appropriately,

minimizing saturated pixels). To clarify, the B parameter

accounts for the mean-square displacement of the atoms from

their equilibrium position, and if the magnitude of this

displacement is appreciable with respect to the distance

between a particular set of planes {hkl} an appreciable

decrease in observed diffraction intensity will result. By defi-

nition, B is positive. However, in the least-squares refinement

procedure employed by FullProf there is no restriction on the

sign of B (except that it is explicitly constrained by the user

prior to refinement), and a physically meaningless negative B

value can be obtained if the observed intensity for high 2�
reflections is too large relative to the intensity for low 2�
reflections. As stated earlier, saturated pixels were masked

prior to data analysis, such that they did not contribute to the

measured intensities of the resulting diffraction patterns.

Therefore the intensities of low 2� reflections (where the

majority of saturated pixels occurred) are too low relative to

the higher 2� reflections, resulting in a negative B value. As

the rocking range was increased, the intensity information lost

to masked pixels decreased, and eventually the detector

saturation was reduced to the point that positive B values were

obtained. For brevity, the detailed results for series 3 have

been omitted from the table as there was less variation with

the constant rocking range; however, the average value of the

results were Rwp = 4.68%, RBragg = 2.34% and B = 0.72 Å2,

similar to the results obtained from the series 2 image rocked

over 8�.

4.5. Application of pressure

Applying pressure to a sample introduces additional chal-

lenges which make it difficult to immediately appreciate the

benefits of rocking. However, rocking is essential to improving

the quality of data recorded from less-than-ideal samples.

Depending on the particular sample, as well as the type (or

lack) of pressure-transmitting medium used, X-ray diffraction

images exhibit a number of features that may not be apparent

at atmospheric pressure. Line width can be significantly

broadened not only by intense Bragg spots but also by small

crystallite size or by anisotropic strain in crystallites. The

intensity distribution along Debye rings can vary significantly

not only because of limited sample volume but also because of

preferred orientation of crystallites owing to crystal growth

habit and/or non-hydrostatic conditions.

Fig. 11 shows portions of two images from a sample

containing a mixture of barium compounds (Smith et al., 2007)

at approximately 5.8 GPa (no pressure-transmitting medium

was used as BaH2 is extremely hygroscopic). At a glance, it is

not apparent that the intensity distribution has been signifi-

cantly improved by rocking, nor is it apparent that there are

fewer intense regions. In fact, the striking feature is that the

two images are almost identical in appearance. However, even

in this severe case of crystallite strain and texture, rocking still
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Table 6
Quality of fit and overall displacement factors from Rietveld refinements
of diffraction patterns from series 1 and 2.

Note that by reducing the number of saturated pixels recorded for low 2�
peaks the displacement parameter B goes from negative to positive.

Series
Rocking
range (�)

Rwp

(%)
RBragg

(%)
Boverall

(Å2)

1 0 4.20 2.60 �0.13 (3)
1 4.01 2.35 �0.17 (2)
2 3.73 2.23 �0.12 (2)
4 4.24 2.59 �0.12 (2)
8 3.73 2.19 0.05 (2)

16 3.69 1.70 0.19 (2)

2 0 4.64 2.53 �0.42 (2)
2 4.86 3.14 �0.37 (2)
4 4.55 2.82 �0.30 (1)
8 4.70 2.57 0.94 (2)

16 4.58 2.51 1.12 (2)
32 4.46 2.13 0.99 (2)

Figure 10
Line width versus 2� for series 2 (top) and series 3 (bottom). Sample
rocking decreases line width by minimizing the occurrence of intense
Bragg spots, pixel saturation and pixel bleeding.



has a measurable effect. Rocking the DAC resulted in a

decrease in the number of saturated pixels by 20% as

compared with that observed for the stationary DAC. This is

not as significant as the over 50% decrease observed for LaB6

when rocked by 8�, but it is important to note that in the case

of the standard the saturated pixels are due to discrete intense

Bragg spots, whereas in the case of the barium compounds

saturation is caused by preferred orientation resulting in

significant portions (at periodic azimuthal angles) of the low

2� rings reaching saturation level.

An additional, albeit minor, benefit brought about by

rocking the DAC is that the Kossel lines (faintly visible in the

reproduction of Fig. 11, left, but clearly visible in the original

image) recorded with the stationary DAC disappear with

rocking. Kossel lines arise from the edges of the diamond anvil

facets. While these lines rarely cause any difficulty, they can

occasionally influence observed intensities if by chance they

coincide with a significant portion of a Debye ring (see, for

example, Moriwaki et al., 2006). Rocking the sample in turn

rocks the diamond anvils, which removes any visible Kossel

lines.

Interestingly, in the case of rocking, approximately 10% of

the saturated pixels are due to diamond Bragg spots which

were not observed in the case of the stationary DAC. Adding

the anvils constitutes adding two very large single crystals to

the experimental configuration, and as the sample is rocked

the diamonds will invariably satisfy the Bragg condition at

certain rocking angles. Consequently, the diffracted intensity

recorded by the detector can be significant.

Fig. 12 shows a plot of the X-ray transmission through the

DAC as a function of !. The arc across the top of the plot is an

estimate of the expected transmission owing to the effective

change in thickness of the diamond as a function of !. There

are several moderate and a few severe intensity dips below this

line owing to diffraction from the diamonds, which removes a

number of photons from the transmitted beam via primary

extinction. Of course, it is not necessarily the case that all of

the Bragg spots indicated by the dips will fall on the detector,

but invariably some of them do, and the intense spots reach

saturation extremely quickly as compared with instances of

saturation coming from the sample. One strategy is to avoid

the angular ranges coinciding with the most intense diamond

diffraction. In the macro used in the experimental control

software, an option was incorporated to omit discrete angular

ranges within the overall rocking limits. The shaded regions in

Fig. 12 denote angular ranges omitted when rocking the DAC.

In fact, Fig. 12 was obtained from the sample containing the

barium compounds, so if the reader notes that the high-pres-

sure sample in Fig. 11 was rocked over a range of 7.2�, it was

actually rocked over 8� (�4� to 4�), omitting two regions

totalling 0.8�. It should be noted that the rotation velocity of

the stage is such that an omitted region is skipped in less than

a second. This is sufficient to avoid significant diffraction at

moderate X-ray sources. For intense sources where images are

captured in a few seconds as opposed to a few minutes (see,

for example, Mezouar et al., 2005), it might prove necessary to

use a high-speed shutter to block the beam during rotation

through omitted ranges.
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Figure 11
Low 2� detail of the detector for selected images from experiments on
barium compounds at high pressure. A visual comparison of the two
images shows few differences; however, there is a respectable decrease,
approximately 20%, in the number of saturated pixels in the case of the
rocked DAC. Additionally, Kossel lines arising from the diamond anvils
in the stationary DAC image (indicated by the arrows) are no longer
present when the DAC is rocked.

Figure 12
X-ray transmission through the DAC as a function of rotation angle !.
The measured values (squares) are connected with lines to emphasize
dramatic dips in intensity owing to diffraction from the diamond anvils.
The solid arc near the top of the plot indicates the approximate intensity
fall-off expected owing to the increase in path length through the
diamonds as the DAC is rotated. The shaded portions detail the rocking
range for Fig. 7: the shaded portions on the far left and right indicate the
limits of the rocking range, whereas the two narrow shaded portions
indicate regions omitted from the total rocking range.



4.6. Rocking summary

From the preceding data it is clear that rocking significantly

improves the quality of high-pressure powder diffraction

images in two complimentary ways. First, it promotes a more

homogeneous intensity distribution along Debye rings, and

second, it reduces the occurrence of detector saturation.

Regarding intensity distribution, for good powders which do

not suffer too severely from strain or texture, the improve-

ment is obvious. In the case of difficult samples, it is not clear

that rocking will significantly improve the intensity distribu-

tion. An interesting result is that the data reinforce the idea

that the use of an area detector to capture complete Debye

rings is quite effective in yielding good intensities, even in the

case of the stationary DAC.

The area detectors most commonly employed in high-

pressure powder X-ray diffraction studies have a high, but

nevertheless limited, dynamic range. The reduction of

detector saturation was substantial for both the Standard

Reference Material as well as the high-pressure sample, the

latter suffering from a number of complicating factors. It is this

aspect of sample rocking that is arguably most crucial. In

practice, the number of saturated pixels should be minimal,

and typically, exposure time is reduced to achieve this.

However, rocking will allow exposure time to be increased

slightly, in the end allowing one to make better use of the

detector’s full dynamic range. Furthermore, by reducing

intense Bragg spots, other benefits such as decreased line

width were observed. DAC samples should be rocked over the

largest possible range with the smallest possible step size to

maximize the number of unique crystallite orientations with

respect to the beam and minimize the amount of time that any

particular orientation contributes to the diffracted intensity.

5. Conclusion

The selected techniques described above can play a crucial

role in optimizing the quality of data obtained when carrying

out diamond anvil cell crystallography. Accurate reproducible

positioning of samples at a unique position in the experi-

mental configuration is critical as it allows the sample-to-

detector distance obtained from images of calibration stan-

dards to be correctly applied to data analysis of research

samples. The centring technique described above provides

excellent results, while at the same time offering the flexibility

often required to accommodate various (and often crowded)

experimental configurations commonly encountered at

synchrotron radiation facilities. Properly locating the sample

at the centre of rotation affords the possibility of rocking

polycrystalline samples during X-ray exposure. This practice is

of particular importance to high-pressure diamond anvil cell

crystallography, as the sample volume is severely limited.

Rocking clearly yields the expected effect of improving the

distribution of intensity along Debye rings. More importantly,

it limits detector saturation by limiting the amount of time

large grains assume a particular orientation with respect to the

incident X-ray beam. These techniques are conceptually quite

simple, and with a modicum of care exercised by the user they

can be used to great effect; they should be incorporated as

routine practices when carrying out diamond anvil cell crys-

tallography.
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